Deny All extends lead in WAF Market with the launch of rWeb 3.8
Software and Appliance platform
Paris, January 7, 2009 – Deny All, the technology leader in Web Application Firewall (WAF), today
announced the launch of the new version 3.8 of its “flagship” rWeb software, which extends the Deny All
lead in delivering to its customers the best level of security and performance for the broad range of web
applications.
With the introduction of rWeb 3.8, Deny All provides the tools for a customer to fulfil the requirements for
PCI DSS compliance with the most comprehensive set of security options. The performance also is taken
care with more optimization brought within the acceleration and security features.

Deny All continues to innovate in technologies that directly secure enterprise data.
To help customers reach the optimal safety level for their applications, black-list model has been improved
to be now group based. With the richness of more than 10 years of production in their signature files,
checking all rules had become quite a performance challenge. With the group based model, now a request
is verified only with the appropriate signatures group, making the transaction assured and quicker.
Gray-list mechanism, also called Deny All’s “scoring list” takes advantage of these new developments. Now
rWeb 3.8 provides the capability to calculate automatically the reference weights for an application based
on both the internal knowledge file and the specific logs of the application. The result of this calculation is a
reference scale matching exactly the application behaviour, avoiding false positives and protecting against
request which do not exactly match expected behaviour.
For the positive security model, white-list forms have been optimized, with the introduction of a new filtering
rule which supports a large number of parameters, making it possible to define sets of authorized
parameters and values in a single interface.
rWeb 3.8 also extends the possibilities to seamlessly integrate within customer architecture in transparent
mode with no modification required to the existing infrastructure.
rWeb 3.8 is generally available now from 12 380€ and at no additional cost to customers with an
appropriate maintenance and support agreement.
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